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Another B List

(a miscellany).
1 Barrett, Louise. **BABOONS** survivors of the African continent. F’cap 4to, First Edition; pp. 96; numerous coloured illustrations, references, index; original illustrated boards; a fine copy in dustwrapper. (London); BBC; (2000). #10088

A$25.00
2 Smithers, Courtenay N. **BACKYARD BEEKEEPING.** Cr. 4to, Second Edition; pp. 80; 8 coloured plates, numerous b/w. illustrations & figures; glossary, references, general index & index of flora; original stiff wrappers; a fine copy. [Sydney]; Rosenberg; (2011).

#16263  A$25.00
Eureka Riots: 1855. Victoria. **BALLARAT OUTBREAK.** Petition. Ordered by the Council to be printed, 18th December, 1855. F’cap folio; pp. 2(verso blank). Melbourne; John Ferres, Government Printer; 1855. [with]


1856. Victoria. **REPORT FROM THE SELECT COMMITTEE OF THE LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL ON BALLARAT COMPENSATION,** (Bentley’s Hotel,) together with the Proceedings of the Committee. Ordered by the Council to be printed, 14th March, 1856. F’cap folio; pp. iv. Melbourne; John Ferres, Government Printer; 1856. [with]

1855-6. Victoria. **MR. B. S. HASSALL.** Claim for Compensation, with copies of evidence, &c. Return to Address, Mr. Humffray--21st February, 1856. Laid upon the Council Table by the Chief Secretary, by Command of His Excellency the Officer Administering the Government, and ordered by the Council to be printed, 22nd February, 1856. F’cap folio; pp. 4(last blank); scarce. Melbourne; John Ferres, Government Printer; 1856. ***Together, five papers, giving details of the deliberations of the Select Committee chaired by Peter Lalor on the claims for compensation for loss of property and personal injury. #67520 A$220.00
4  Chapelle, Howard I.  **THE BALTIMORE CLIPPER.**  Its Origin and Development.  4to, Facsimile Edition; pp. [ii], xii, 192, [2](blank); 48 plans, 33 plates, appendix, index; original cloth, (upper corners very slightly bumped); a nice copy in slightly worn dustwrapper.  Hatboro, Pennsylvania; Tradition Press, A Division of Folklore Associates, Inc.; 1965.  #20933  

**A$50.00**
5  **Banks, Joseph**: **BANKS' FLORILEGIUM**. A Sale of One Hundred and Twenty Prints for the Benefit of the Banks Alecto Endeavour Fellowship to be administered by the Royal Society in conjunction with the British Museum (Natural History). Day of Sale, Thursday 3rd March 1988. 4to; pp. 30, [2]; map, 3 illustrations (1 coloured) illustrating the printing process and 12 coloured illustrations reproducing some of the prints; original stiff wrappers. London; Sotheby’s; 1988. ***With notes on the history of the printing plates and the processes used. List of prices realised loosely inserted. #47212  

A$45.00
6 Bazin, Germain. **THE BAROQUE.** Principles, Styles, Modes, Themes. 418 colour and monochrome plates. (Translated from the French by Pat Wardroper). 4to, First Edition in English; pp. 372; very numerous coloured & b/w. plates, Errata slip, bibliography, index; original cloth; a nice copy in dustwrapper. London; Thames and Hudson; (1968). #20432  

A$45.00
7  Darroch, Vin.  **BARQUE POLLY WOODSIDE (RONA).**  Second Edition; pp. xxiv, 144(last 3 blank); 38 plates (including 2 double-page), 24 tables, 6 appendices, glossary, 2 indices; original stiff wrappers; a fine copy.  Melbourne; Lothian Publishing Company Pty Ltd; (1979).  ***First published in the previous year by Lowden Publishing Co.***  #21164  A$35.00
8  Special Correspondent, A.:  THE BARRIER SILVER AND TIN FIELDS IN 1888.  Being a Series of Letters Written by a Special Correspondent of “The South Australian Register,” “Adelaide Observer,” and “Evening Journal,” and re-printed from those papers. Med. 8vo, Facsimile Edition; pp. [ii], [8](adv.), [4], 86, [28](adv.); folding map, index; original vinyl; a fine copy.  [Adelaide; Libraries Board of South Australia; 1970].  ***An unnumbered volume in the Australiana Facsimile Editions series.  610 copies were printed.  Originally published in 1888.  #29091  

A$120.00
9  Grinsell, Leslie V.  **BARROW, PYRAMID AND TOMB.**  Ancient burial customs in Egypt, the Mediterranean and the British Isles. with 150 illustrations. Med. 8vo, First Edition; pp. 240; 150 illustrations & maps, appendix, bibliography, index; original papered boards; a fine copy in dustwrapper.  London; Thames and Hudson; (1975).  #66129  

A$30.00
10  **Sargent**, William.  *Battle for the Mind*.  A Physiology of Conversion and Brain-Washing.  First Edition; pp. xxiv, 248; frontispiece & 24 plates, bibliography, index; original cloth; (some minor foxing & soiling); a very good copy.  London; Heinemann; (1957).  #56609  

**A$20.00**
11 Humble, Richard. **BATTLESHIPS AND BATTLECRUISERS.**
Roy. 4to, First Edition; pp. 192; very numerous coloured & b/w. illustrations, & battle-plans, index; original papered boards; a nice copy in dustwrapper. (London); Connoisseur; (1983). ***From the sailing navies to 1983. #27721

A$20.00
12 Magnusson, Magnus.  **BC.** The Archaeology of the Bible Lands. Drawings and maps by Shirley Felts. Cr. 4to, First Edition; pp. 240 (last blank); several maps, 32 coloured plates, numerous b/w. illustrations, chronology, index; original cloth; a nice copy in dustwrapper. London; The Bodley Head and British Broadcasting Corporation; (1977).  
#37833  
A$30.00
13 **Weiner, Jonathan. THE BEAK OF THE FINCH.** A Story of Evolution in our Time. First Paperback Edition; pp. x, 332, [10] (blank); double-page map, several illustrations (many by Thalia Grant), bibliography, index; original stiff wrappers; a very good copy. (London); Vintage; (1995). **The finches of the Galapagos Islands.** #65510

A$20.00
14  Gilbert, Linney; Edited by. **THE BEAUTIES AND WONDERS OF NATURE AND SCIENCE:** A Collection of Curious, Interesting, & Valuable Information, for the Instruction & Improvement of the Enquiring Mind. Edited by Gilbert Linney, A.M., Assisted by his Literary Friends. With numerous illustrative engravings. First Edition; pp. [iv], iv, 280 (but lacking pp. 95/6); 39 full-page & 3 double-page plates (of 58? but some have multiple images) & vignette on title-page; binders’ cloth, (considerable minor soiling; tear in one plate repaired). London; Published by Thomas Holmes, (Successor to Edward Lacey); N.D. [c. 1839?]. ***Of some interest for its account of papermaking, printing (with a fine double-page plate of the “Times” Printing Machine, printed white on black), also whaling & much else. #39877  A$40.00
15 Stokes, Gordon. **BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO POWER TOOLS.** First Edition; pp. 190, [2](blank); 50 illustrations, 58 line drawings, index; original papered boards; a fine copy in dustwrapper. (London); Pelham Books; (1979). #41810

A$15.00

A$40.00
17 Negroponte, Nicholas. **BEING DIGITAL.** Med. 8vo, First Edition; pp. [ii], viii, 246(last blank); index; original papered boards; a fine copy in dustwrapper. (Rydalmere, NSW); Hodder & Stoughton; (1995). ***First published in different form in ‘Wired’ magazine.***

#51306

A$25.00
18 Miller, C. William. **BENJAMIN FRANKLIN’S PHILADELPHIA PRINTING.** 1728-1766. A Descriptive Bibliography. Med. 4to, First Edition; pp. [ii], xc, 584(last blank); very numerous illustrations, 3 appendices, concordances, index; original cloth; a fine copy in slightly torn dustwrapper. Philadelphia; American Philosophical Society; 1974. #14623 **A$95.00**
Dodge, Ernest S. **BEYOND THE CAPES.** Pacific Exploration from Captain Cook to the Challenger 1776-1877. Med. 8vo, First Edition; pp. [ii], xvi, 430(last blank); endpaper & several other maps, coloured frontispiece, numerous illustrations (mostly full-page), bibilog; index; original cloth (spine faded); a very good copy. Boston; Little, Brown and Company; (1971). #33309  A$25.00
22  Robinson, Edward. **BIBLICAL RESEARCHES IN PALESTINE** and the Adjacent Regions: A Journal of Travels in the Years 1838 & 1852. By Edward Robinson, Eli Smith, and Others. Drawn up from the Original Diaries, with Historical Illustrations, by Edward Robinson. Second Edition, with New Maps and Plans. 3 vols., Second Edition; Vol. I, pp. [ii], xxx, 614, [2](adv., verso blank); folding map, a few plans, notes; Vol. II, pp. [ii], xiv, 600, 32(adv.); folding map, notes, 2 appendices, 3 indices; Vol. III, pp. [ii], xxiv, 664; folding map, notes, 3 indices; uncut, in the original blind-stamped cloth (spines faded & a little worn; hinges weak; a couple of erased stamps at front of each vol.; but a very good, generally clean set). London; John Murray; 1856. **First published in three volumes in 1841 covering the 1838 explorations, here extended to cover the later expedition (in the third volume) with the material relating to the first expedition somewhat condensed in the first two volumes.** Robinson, an American biblical scholar, known as the “Father of Biblical Geography” was awarded the Gold Medal of the Royal Geographical Society in 1842 for his researches on the first expedition. #37729  

A$145.00
23  **Ferguson, John Alexander. BIBLIOGRAPHY OF AUSTRALIA.** [1784-1900]. 7 vols., roy. 8vo, Vols. I-IV, Facsimile Editions; Vols. V-VII, First Editions; Vol. I, 1784-1830, pp. viii, xii, [ii], 542(last 2 blank); 32 plates, index; Vol. II, 1831-1838, pp. viii, x, [ii], 568; 39 plates, addendum, index; Vol. III, 1839-1845, pp. viii, xii, [ii], 632; 37 plates, addenda, index; Vol. IV, 1846-1850, pp. viii, xii, [ii], 734(last colophon only); 38 plates, addendum, corrigenda, index; Vol. V, 1851-1900, A-G, pp. xiv, 1150(last 4 blank); 36 plates; Vol. VI, 1851-1900, H-P, pp. viii, 1144(last 3 blank); 37 plates; Vol. VII, 1851-1900, Q-Z, pp. xii, 1076(last blank); 37 plates; (in total nearly 6,000 pages, 256 plates); original buckram; a nice set (Vols. I-IV in slightly worn dustwrappers, these a little unevenly faded as usual). Canberra; National Library of Australia; 1975-76 [and Sydney, Angus and Robertson Ltd, 1963-69].  ***All volumes are now out-of-print. This is the most important single work of Australian historical and bibliographical reference, containing about 20,000 entries, and despite the now-accumulated substantial number of errors and omissions, a remarkable achievement and probably one of the best and most detailed national bibliographies in existence.  #43350  A$450.00
24  [Leeson, Ida & Barrington, Mary; Editors]. **Public Library of New South Wales. Mitchell Library. BIBLIOGRAPHY OF CAPTAIN JAMES COOK, R.N., F.R.S.,** Circumnavigator. Comprising the Collections in the Mitchell Library and General Reference Library, the Private Collections of William Dixson, Esq., and J. A. Ferguson, Esq. and Items of special interest in the National Library, Canberra; the Australasian Pioneers’ Club, Sydney; and in the Collection of the Kurnell Trust. Roy. 8vo, First Edition; pp. 172; interleaved throughout; handsomely bound, with the original front wrapper of the regular issue bound in place, in contemporary full leather (very slightly rubbed), decorated in blind and lettered in gilt on spine, with blind-decorated dentelles; top edge gilt; a nice copy; very scarce. Sydney; Alfred James Kent, Government Printer; 1928. ***The first comprehensive listing of Cook material, listing thousands of items. Holmes 139; Beddie 4752. This is the special deluxe issue of this catalogue; only a small number of copies were done. #22973

A$750.00
25  **Dahl, Folke.** *A BIBLIOGRAPHY OF ENGLISH CORANTOS AND PERIODICAL NEWSBOOKS 1620-1642.* First Edition; pp. [iv], 284, [4](blank); 16 full-page illustrations, bibliography; original quarter cloth; a very good copy. London; The Bibliographical Society; 1952. #11910  

A$35.00
26  **Spence**, Sydney A. *A BIBLIOGRAPHY OF SELECTED EARLY BOOKS AND PAMPHLETS RELATING TO AUSTRALIA 1610-1880*. Demy 4to, First Edition; pp. iii-xii (but intact, as issued), 88, [2] (blank); original stiff wrappers (cover very slightly spotted, but a fine copy); scarce. London [sic] Mitcham, Surrey; Published by the Compiler; 1952. ***Edition limited to 525 copies, hand-set and printed by letterpress. Includes (pp. 83-88) a List of Early Australian Engraved Portraits, Etc. #32146  
A$185.00
27  **Spence, Sydney A.**  

**A BIBLIOGRAPHY OF SELECTED EARLY BOOKS AND PAMPHLETS RELATING TO AUSTRALIA 1610-1880.** Demy 4to, First Edition; pp. iii-xii (but intact), 88, [2] (blank); Errata slip tipped in at front, together with original hand-printed prospectus leaf; scarce. London [sic] Mitcham, Surrey; Published by the Compiler; 1952.  ***Edition limited to 525 copies. Includes (pp. 83-88) a List of Early Australian Engraved Portraits, Etc. [bound with]***  

**Spence, Sydney A.**  

**A BIBLIOGRAPHY OF SELECTED EARLY BOOKS AND PAMPHLETS RELATING TO AUSTRALIA** (Supplement) to 1610-1880 (and extension from) 1881-1900. Demy 4to, First Edition; pp. viii, 102 (last 2 blank); hand-printed prospectus loosely inserted; scarce. London [sic] Mitcham, Surrey; Printed, Published and Distributed by the Compiler; 1955.  ***The two works bound together in half morocco, with Cockerell marbled sides, original stiff wrappers bound in place; a few additional inserted binder’s blanks; a fine copy; very scarce. #9143  

A$375.00
28 Gill, Thomas. **BIBLIOGRAPHY OF SOUTH AUSTRALIA.** Facsimile Edition; pp. [ii], [iii], 118, [2](blank); appendices, index; original vinyl; a fine copy. [Adelaide; Libraries Board of South Australia; 1976]. ***Australiana Facsimile Editions No. 200 (518 copies printed). First published in 1886. #31729**

A$60.00
29  Mathews, Gregory M.  The Birds of Australia.  BIBLIOGRAPHY OF THE BIRDS OF AUSTRALIA.  Books used in the Preparation of this Work with a few Biographical Details of Authors and Collectors.  Super roy. 4to; pp. viii, 152(last 3 blank); 1 plate (portraits of Charles Sherborn and Charles Richmond, Mathews’ main helpers in the compilation of his work); binders’ cloth; a fine copy; very scarce.  London; H. F. & G. Witherby; 1925.  ***The Bibliography section from Mathew's monumental work on The Birds of Australia.  #19877  A$1350.00
30 Crittenden, Victor.  **A BIBLIOGRAPHY OF THE FIRST FLEET.** Cr. 4to, First Edition; pp. [viii], x, 360(last blank); indices; original stiff wrappers; (several pencilled annotations by former owner); a very good copy. Canberra; Australian National University Press; 1981 (1982). #12313  **A$40.00**
31  Hunnewell, James F.  **BIBLIOGRAPHY OF THE HAWAIIAN ISLANDS.**  Med. 4to, First Edition; pp. [ii], 18(last blank), ff. 19-75(printed on rectos only); title in red & black, 3 illustrations; binders’ cloth; a nice copy; rare.  Boston; [The Author]; 1869.  ***Edition limited to 100 copies only.  An important work, still of considerable utility.  #1785  **A$475.00**

#20631  
A$350.00
33 MacMinn, Ney; Hainds, J. R. & McCrimmon, James McNab. BIBLIOGRAPHY OF THE PUBLISHED WRITINGS OF JOHN STUART MILL. Edited from his Manuscript with Corrections and Notes. Facsimile Edition; pp. [ii], xiv, 112(last 11 blank); original cloth; a fine copy. Bristol; Thoemmes; (1990). ***First published in 1945. #11900 A$25.00
34  Prideaux, Colonel W. F. **A BIBLIOGRAPHY OF THE WORKS OF ROBERT LOUIS STEVENSON.** By Colonel W. F. Prideaux, C.S.I. A New and Revised Edition. Edited and supplemented by Mrs. Luther S. Livingston. Demy 8vo, Second Edition; pp. viii, 402(last blank), [4](adv.), [2](blank); portrait frontispiece, 7 full-page illustrations, 2 appendices, index; original buckram, top edge gilt, others uncut; a nice copy. London; Frank Hollings; MCMXVII [1917]. #33588  

A$125.00
35  **George, Rose.**  *The Big Necessity.*  The Unmentionable World of Human Waste and Why It Matters. Med. 8vo, First Edition; pp. [xiv], 290(last blank); a few illustrations, bibliography, index; original papered boards; a fine copy in slightly creased dustwrapper. New York; Metropolitan Books, Henry Holt and Company; (2008).  
#21159  
  **A$15.00**

A$450.00
37  Ritchie, David.  **THE BINARY BRAIN.**  Artificial Intelligence in the Age of Electronics.  First Edition; pp. xii, 212; recommended reading, bibliography, index; original papered boards; a nice copy in slightly worn dustwrapper.  Boston-Toronto; Litte, Brown and Company; (1984).  #53761

A$25.00
38 Simpson, Donald H.; Librarian. **BIOGRAPHY CATALOGUE OF THE LIBRARY OF THE ROYAL COMMONWEALTH SOCIETY.** Thick demy 4to, First Edition; pp. xxiv, 512; supplementary list, list of abbreviations, index; original buckram; (upper corner bumped, otherwise a fine copy). London; Royal Commonwealth Society; 1961. **Including many references of Australian natural history, exploration and scientific interest. This volume is supplementary to the four-volume subject index of the Royal Empire Society’s Library. It lists all the Library’s biographical material, books and periodical articles alphabetically under the names of the individuals concerned, with dates and brief descriptions. With an example of the original prospectus loosely inserted. #19889**

A$120.00
39 Eibl-Eibesfeldt, Irenaus. **THE BIOLOGY OF PEACE AND WAR.** Men, Animals and Aggression. Translated from the German by Eric Mosbacher. Med. 8vo, First U.K. Edition; pp. x, 294; numerous text illustrations, notes, bibliography, index; original quarter cloth; (fore-edge to a few leaves very slightly deformed); a very good copy in dustwrapper. (London); Thames and Hudson; (1979).  

#51046  

A$25.00
40  **Anker, Jean. BIRD BOOKS AND BIRD ART.** An Outline of the Literary History and Iconography of Descriptive Ornithology, Based Principally on the Collection of Books containing Plates with Figures of Birds and their Eggs now in the University Library at Copenhagen and Including a Catalogue of these Works. Written and Compiled by Jean Anker. Roy. 4to, Facsimile Edition; pp. [iv], xviii, 252(last blank); 14 plates, catalogue of the collection of books on birds in the University Library at Copenhagen, bibliography, indices; original cloth (corners slightly bumped); a fine copy. The Hague; Dr. W. Junk B.V., Publishers; 1973. ***Originally published at Copenhagen in 1938 by Levin & Munksgaard. #19885 A$250.00
41 Parmelee, David F. **BIRD ISLAND IN ANTARCTIC WATERS.** Demy 4to, First Edition; pp. xii, 140; 3 maps, 16 coloured plates (12 from the author’s paintings & 4 from photographs), 66 b/w. illustrations, bibliography, index; original grey cloth, spine lettered in gilt; a nice copy in dustwrapper. Minneapolis; University of Minnesota Press; (1980). ***Professor Parmelee teaches ornithology at the University of Minnesota and specialises in the distribution, ecology and behaviour of Arctic and Antarctic birds. Renard 1205. #16529 A$60.00
42 Frauca, Harry. **BIRDS FROM THE SEAS, SWAMPS AND SCRUBS OF AUSTRALIA.** All photographs by Claudy and Harry Frauca. Cr. 4to, First Edition; pp. [vi], 122; 16 coloured plates & 60 b/w. photos (about 30 full-page), bibliography, indices of scientific & vernacular names; original papered boards; a fine copy in very slightly rubbed dustwrapper. Melbourne; Heinemann; (1967). #1095  **A$50.00**
43 Priest, Captain Cecil D. **THE BIRDS OF SOUTHERN RHODESIA.** [Volumes II to IV ONLY, of four]. 3 vols., super roy. 8vo; First Edition; Vol. II, pp. viii, 554(last blank), [2](adv.); 10 coloured plates, 172 text illustrations, index; Vol. III, pp. [ii], x, 356(last blank); 10 coloured plates, 170 text illustrations, 3 appendices, index; Vol. IV, pp. [ii], x, 420; 10 coloured plates, 122 text illustrations, appendix, index; original buckram (rather marked; spines faded; Volume III in defective dustwrapper; some occasional foxing & minor soiling, but good, sound copies); scarce. London; Printed by William Clowes and Sons, Limited; 1934-35-36. ***A classic and authoritative work. All volumes inscribed from Barbara and/or Cecil Priest. #38518 A$75.00**
44  Mivart, St. George; F.R.S.  **BIRDS:** The Elements of Ornithology. With 174 illustrations, whereof 140 are original drawings. Cr. 8vo, First Edition; pp. [viii], 330(last blank); 170 illustrations including 140 of different bird species, classification, index; original cloth, uncut; a very good copy; scarce. London; R. H. Porter; [1892].

#1184  

A$135.00
45  **Neville, Derek.**  **BLACKBURN’S ISLE.** [A story of the convict settlement at Botany Bay].  First Edition; pp. 176; 24 plates, 3 appendices, bibliography, index; original papered boards; a very good ex-library copy in dustwrapper (markings on front endpaper; stamp on title-verso).  Lavenham; Terence Dalton; 1975.  ***Substantially on Norfolk and Lord Howe Islands.  #6388  

A$35.00
46  **Marcosson, Isaac F. THE BLACK GOLCONDA.** The Romance of Petroleum. Med. 8vo, First Edition; pp. xiv, 370(last blank); title-page in red & black, 8 plates, index; original cloth (slightly marked); a very good copy. New York and London; Publishers Harper & Brothers; (1924). #3351  

A$25.00
47 Mitchell, Blanche: **BLANCHE.** An Australian Diary 1858-1861. The Diary of Blanche Mitchell with Notes by Edna Hickson and Illustrated by Jill Francis. Cr. 4to, First Edition; pp. 288(last blank); very numerous coloured illustrations by Jill Francis, amplified with marginal notes throughout by Edna Hickson; original cloth, gilt, with coloured reproduction of portrait of Blanche Mitchell mounted on front cover; a fine copy of an attractive and interesting book in original glassine dustwrapper. Sydney; John, Ferguston; (1980). ***Blanche Mitchell was the youngest daughter of Sir Thomas Livingston Mitchell, the celebrated explorer and Surveyor-General of New South Wales. #5277

A$70.00
48  **Richards, Joanna Armour; Editor.**  **BLAXLAND-LAWSON-WENTWORTH 1813.**  First Edition; pp. 224(last blank); 3 maps on 2 folding sheets, frontispiece, 12 plates, notes, bibliography, index; original cloth (a little marked, as often); a nice copy in dustwrapper. Hobart; Blubber Head Press; 1979.  *****Edition limited to 780 signed & numbered copies. The first expedition to cross the Blue Mountains west of Sydney - all the important primary materials relating to the crossing are here published including Blaxland’s Journal, first published in 1823 and extremely rare; together with Lawson’s Journal and Wentworth’s monograph, both not previously published. An important and very well produced book.**  #5213  **A$250.00**
49  **Bligh, William:**  **THE BLIGH NOTEBOOK.**  “Rough account - Lieutenant Wm Bligh’s voyage in the Bounty’s Launch from the ship to Tofua & from thence to Timor” 28 April to 14 June 1789.  With a draft list of the Bounty Mutineers.  Transcription and Facsimile Edited by John Bach.  Roy. 8vo; pp. [ii], xiv, 336; coloured portrait frontispiece, double-page coloured plate of Bligh & the others being set adrift from the colour engraving by Robert Dodd, folding draught of the Bounty’s launch, folding chart, double-page view of Kupang, 1 double-page & 7 full-page plates (including 1 coloured), 116-page facsimile of the notebook account, transcription, numerous other illustrations, bibliography, list of mutineers, etc.; original cloth; a nice copy in dustwrapper.  (Sydney); Allen & Unwin, in association with National Library of Australia; (1987).  #17168  **A$65.00**
Bligh, William, & Christian, Edward: **BLIGH'S NARRATIVE OF THE MUTINY ON BOARD H.M. SHIP BOUNTY**, and the Subsequent Voyage of Part of the crew in the Ship's Boat from Tofoa, one of the Friendly Islands, to Timor, a Dutch Settlement in the East Indies. Written by William Bligh. Illustrated with Charts. (1790). *with* **MINUTES OF THE COURT-MARTIAL** held at Portsmouth August 12, 1792, on Ten Persons charged with Mutiny of Board His Majesty's Ship Bounty with an APPENDIX containing a full account of the real Causes and Circumstances of that unhappy transaction, the most material of which have hitherto been withhold from the public. [By Edward Christian], (1794). *with* **BLIGH'S ANSWER TO CERTAIN ASSERTIONS** contained in The Appendix to a Pamphlet entitled Minutes of the Proceedings on the Court-Martial held at Portsmouth, August 12, 1792 [etc.], by Captain William Bligh. (1794). *with* **EDWARD CHRISTIAN'S SHORT REPLY** to Captain William Bligh's Answer. (1795). Demy 4to, exact Facsimile Edition of the above four items (in 1 vol.); pp. [iv], iv, 88, [2](blank); folding plan of the Bounty's launch & 3 charts (2 folding); pp. [iv], 80(last blank), [2](blank); pp. [ii], 32(last blank), [2](blank); pp. 12(last blank); original full blue morocco of the primary issue, gilt-decorated spine, top edge gilt; a fine copy in the original “Plastalon” protective wrapper (this a little shrunk as nearly always), and together with the printed slip of explanatory material on this volume (and its wrapper) and other publications of the Society (this now very seldom found); scarce, especially with the “Plastalon” wrapper. Melbourne; Georgian House, for The Australiana Society; (1952). ***The second and last facsimile under the Australiana Society imprint. The edition was limited to 1000 numbered copies, and is a reproduction of the highest quality. Only a few copies were issued in this primary binding and bear low numbers in Indian ink (this being number 8). The last three items in this collection are exceedingly rare in the original, and very seldom occur for sale. [Refer Ferguson 71, 175, 176, and 218]. Du Rietz 124. #2108 A$650.00
Nicholls, Bob. **BLUEJACKETS AND BOXERS.** Australia's naval expedition to the Boxer uprising. Cr. 4to, First Edition; pp. xii, 164; numerous illustrations, 8 appendices, bibliography, index; original papered boards; a fine copy in dustwrapper. Sydney; Allen & Unwin; (1986). #41077

A$65.00
52  Edey, Maitland A. and Johanson, Donald C.  **BLUEPRINTS.**  Solving the Mystery of Evolution.  Med. 8vo, First Edition; pp. xii, 420(last 2 blank); 16 plates, a few figures, bibliography, index; original papered boards; a nice copy in dustwrapper.  Boston; Little, Brown and Company; (1989).  #28045  

A$35.00
53 Goodwin, Peter. **Anatomy of the Ship. THE BOMB VESSEL GRANADO 1742.** Oblong 4to, First Edition; pp. 128(last 3 blank); very numerous photos. & detailed drawings, appendices; original papered boards; a fine copy in dustwrapper. (London); Conway Maritime Press; (1989). ***“A complete anatomy of the ship in words, photographs and drawings, accurate, visually exciting and totally comprehensive, offering ship buffs, historians and modelmakers a novel insight into the technicalities of each ship type covered.” #24065 A$60.00

#35180  
A$25.00
Kay, J. **BOOKBINDING FOR BEGINNERS.** 55th Thousand; pp. 48; numerous figures; original printed cloth wrappers; a very good copy. London; Cassell and Company, Limited; N.D. [c. 1930?].

#24762

A$25.00
Hasluck, Paul N.; Editor. **BOOKBINDING.** With Numerous Engravings and Diagrams. F’cap 8vo, Eleventh Impression; pp. 160; 125 illustrations, index; original wrappers (spine silverfished); a very good copy. London; Cassell & Company, Ltd; (1931). **First published in 1902.** #38507

A$45.00

#24808  
A$145.00
58  **Muir, P. H.** BOOK-COLLECTING. More Letters to Everyman. Cr. 8vo, First Edition; pp. [viii], 156; index; original cloth; (some foxing); a very good copy in worn dustwrapper; scarce. London; Cassell and Company Ltd.; (1949).  ***With a useful section on imposition schemes and the bibliographic description thereof.  
#53508

A$30.00

#42877

A$25.00
60  **Peters, Jean; Edited by.** **BOOK COLLECTING.** A Modern Guide. First Edition; pp. xx, 288, [4](blank); several figures, notes, index; original cloth; an ex-library copy with minor marking on title-verso only; a fine copy in worn dustwrapper. New York & London; R. R. Bowker Company; 1977. ***An excellent work with informative essays on buying books; descriptive bibliography; fakes, forgeries, facsimiles, etc.; physical care of books and manuscripts; the literature of book-collecting and much else. #40700  

A$45.00
61 Davidson, Rodney. *A BOOK COLLECTOR'S NOTES* on items relating to the Discovery of Australia, the First Settlement and the Early Coastal Exploration of the Continent. Cr. 4to, First Edition; pp. [x], 138; 16 plates, bibliography, index; original cloth; a very good copy in dustwrapper. (Melbourne); Cassell Australia; (1970).

#8325  
A$95.00
62 Simpson, George Gaylord; Edited with a introduction and commentary by. **THE BOOK OF DARWIN.** First Paperback Edition; pp. 220, [4](adv); a few figures, 2 appendices, notes; original stiff wrappers; a very good copy. New York; Washington Square Press, Published by Pocket Books; (1983). #66586 A$20.00
63 Book of Kells: **THE BOOK OF KELLS.** Reproductions from the Manuscript in Trinity College, Dublin. With a Study of the Manuscript by Francoise Henry. 126 colour plates, 75 monochrome illustrations. Super roy. 4to, First Edition (of this version), Second Impression; pp. 230; 126 full-page coloured plates (included in pagination), 75 b/w. illustrations (many full-page), 2 appendices, index; a fine copy in original silk cloth, gilt, in original silk slip-case (the slipcase a little marked); scarce. London; Thames and Hudson; (1977). ***A typically fine production from Thames and Hudson, first published in this form in 1974. #5618 A$265.00
64  Petroski, Henry.  **THE BOOK ON THE BOOKSHELF.**  Med. 8vo, First Edition, Third Impression; pp. [ii], x, 290, [2](colophon); numerous text illustrations, appendix, notes, bibliography, index; original papered boards; fore-edges uncut; a fine copy in dustwrapper. New York; Alfred A. Knopf; 1999.  ***A most interesting historical and analytical account of the relationship between books and the shelves and other forms of housing provided for their storage.  #14171  A$50.00
65 **Hornung**, Clarence Pearson; Arranged and Edited by.

**BOOKPLATES BY HAROLD NELSON.** with a Foreword by

John Malcolm Bulloch, M. A., LL.D. 4to, First Edition; pp. [xii], 40
plates (some coloured), pp. [4](blank); original half cloth, with small
corners patterned papered sides, gilt device on front board; a nice copy;
limited to 525 numbered copies, 450 for sale. Attractively produced, and
with the fine engraved bookplate of Alan Wambeek. #66257  A$120.00
66  Lawlor, P. A.  **BOOKS AND BOOKMEN.** New Zealand and Overseas. Original Illustrations by Margaret Lawlor. Cr. 4to, First Edition; pp. xii, 268, [4](blank); frontispiece in red & black, 12 b/w. plates, 23 text illustrations & several additional tail-pieces, index; original buckram; a fine copy in slightly defective dustwrapper; scarce. Wellington; Whitcombe & Tombs Ltd.; 1954.  ***Edition limited to 400 numbered and signed copies for sale. #58679  A$145.00
67 McMurtrie, Douglas C. **THE BOOK.** The Story of Printing & Bookmaking. Thick cr. 4to; pp. xxxii, 676, [4](blank); 24 plates, 175 text illustrations, including 100 full-page, bibliographies, index; original buckram; a nice copy in very slightly worn dustwrapper. New York; Oxford University Press; (1980). ***Twelfth Impression of the Third Revised Edition (first issued 1943) under this title, which is the Seventh Edition as successor to four editions of The Golden Book, first published in 1927. A wonderfully comprehensive introduction to the history of all aspects of book production. #66240 A$85.00
68  Hall, Norman. **BOTANISTS OF AUSTRALIAN ACACIAS.**
Short biographies of people who have named Australian species, whose names have been given to species or who have collected type material, but excluding any who are included in ‘Botanists of the Eucalypts’. Roy. 8vo, First Edition; pp. [ii], iv, 64, [2](blank); 3 appendices; original stiff wrappers; a fine copy. (Melbourne); Commonwealth Scientific Industrial Research Organization; (1984). #37593  A$50.00
69 **Hall, Norman.** _Botanists of the Eucalypts._ Short biographies of people who have named eucalypts, whose names have been given to species or who have collected type material. Super roy. 8vo, First Edition; pp. [vi], 162(last 2 blank); a few illustrations (portraits), biographical notes, references, appendix; original stiff wrappers; a nice copy. (Melbourne); Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organization; (1978). #17967 **A$75.00**
70 Roughley, T. C. **BOUNTY DESCENDANTS LIVE ON REMOTE NORFOLK ISLAND.** Super roy. 8vo; pp. 558-584; map, numerous coloured illustrations; contained in the National Geographic Magazine, October, 1960. Washington; National Geographic Society; 1960. #16034

A$20.00
71  **Dennett, Daniel C.**  **BRAINCHILDREN.**  Essays on Designing Minds.  First Edition, Third Impression; pp. [xii], 418, [2](blank); a few figures, bibliography, index; original stiff wrappers (a slight crease to upper front corner); a very good copy.  Cambridge, Massachusetts; A Bradford Book, The MIT Press; (1998).  #67198  

A$35.00
72 Greenfield, Susan. BRAIN STORY. Unlocking Our Inner World of Emotions, Memories, Ideas and Desires. Cr. 4to, First Edition; pp. 208; numerous coloured illustrations, bibliography, glossary; original papered boards; a fine copy in dustwrapper. (London); BBC; (2000). #7047

A$50.00
73  **Restak, Richard M.**  *THE BRAIN*. Super rpy. 8vo, First Edition, Fourth Impression; pp. x, 374(last blank); 26 coloured plates, about 130 coloured & b/w. illustrations, bibliography, index; original quarter cloth; a fine copy in dustwrapper. Toronto; Bantam Books; (1984).  

#67153  

A$30.00
74  Darbishire, A. D.  **BREEDING AND THE MENDELIAN DISCOVERY.**  With illustrations in colour and black-and-white. First Edition; pp. xii, 282, [2](blank); 4 coloured plates (1 folding), 2 folding diagrams, 32 b/w. plates & 1 text fig.; glossary, index; original cloth; top edge gilt; a very good copy; scarce.  London; Cassell and Company, Ltd.; 1911.  #9659  

A$65.00
75  Hammond, Joyce. BRIDGING THE GAP. Shire of Goulburn 1871-1971. Post 4to, First Edition; pp. 128(last blank); 3 maps, numerous illustrations, index; original papered boards; a fine copy in dustwrapper. (Goulburn, Victoria; Shire of Goulburn; 1971). ***Inscribed and signed by the Author. #29072  

A$65.00
76  Bond, George.  **A BRIEF ACCOUNT OF THE COLONY OF PORT-JACKSON, in New South Wales; Its Native Inhabitants, Productions, &c. &c.** By George Bond. First published by the Author at Southampton in 1803 and reprinted for Him at Oxford, London, Cork and Dublin in various Years to about 1810. Eighth Edition, faithfully reprinted from the first, incorporating the additions and corrections of the later editions. Edited, with bibliographical notes by Julien Renard. Melbourne: Published by Edition Renard, 2005. 8vo, Limited Edition; pp. [vi], 42(last colophon); sewn in original stiff wrappers, with french fold. Melbourne; Edition Renard; 2005.  ***Limited Edition of 100 copies within a total edition of 200 numbered copies, and now first published since about 1810. All the original editions are of great rarity. No copies of the 2nd or 3rd editions have been recorded and the first (Southampton, 1803) edition is extremely rare, while the 4th (Oxford, 1806), 5th (London, 1809), 5th (i.e. 6th, Cork, undated), and 6th (i.e. 7th, Dublin, also undated), editions are all very rare. The work is of considerable importance as one of the few accounts of Hunter’s period as Governor. Hunter was dissatisfied with Bond’s behaviour in the colony and complained of him in dispatches. Hunter was instructed to return him to England and Bond left the colony under a cloud in 1800, but his narrative was evidently very popular. He gives an account of the operation of the convict system and the economic corruption in the colony, and describes early efforts to encourage free settlers. He includes also comments on the Aborigines and on the natural history of the colony, including much from first-hand experience. See Ferguson 480; Wantrup, pp. 91-3.  #15238  A$75.00
77  Mowat, Charles Loch.  **BRITAIN BETWEEN THE WARS.**  1918-1940.  Sixth Impression; pp. [ii], x, 694, [2](blank); bibliographical note, list of Cabinets, index; original cloth (slightly marked); a very good copy.  London; Methuen & Co. Ltd.; (1966).  

#25497  

A$25.00
78 Hawks, Captain Ellison. **BRITAIN’S WONDERFUL FIGHTING FORCES.** First Edition; pp. 400; numerous illustrations, index; original blind-stamped cloth; (front endpaper silverfished; inscription on title-page); a very good copy. London; Odhams Press Limited; N.D. [1940]. #19861 A$25.00
79  **Manning, Captain T. D.**  *THE BRITISH DESTROYER*. Cr. 4to, First Edition; pp. 148; 70 plates, index; original cloth; a very good copy in dustwrapper. London; Putnam; (1961). #55506  A$50.00
80  Lenton, H. T.  **BRITISH AND EMPIRE WARSHIPS OF THE SECOND WORLD WAR.** Med. 4to, First Edition; pp. 766, [2] (blank); very numerous illustrations, 2 appendices, index; original papered boards; a fine copy in dustwrapper. London; Greenhill Books, Naval Institute Press, Annapolis, Maryland; (1998).  ***The definitive and comprehensive work, covering every conceivable kind of vessel in extraordinary detail, the culmination of thirty-seven years’ work by an experienced naval officer and researcher. #19807  A$240.00
81 Currey, C. H. **The Brothers Bent**. Judge-Advocate Ellis Bent and Judge Jeffery Hart Bent. First Edition; pp. 176; 8 plates, notes, index; original buckram; a fine copy in dustwrapper. (Sydney); Sydney University Press; (1968). #57204  

A$50.00
82 Breen, William J.; Editor. **BUILDING LATROBE UNIVERSITY.** Reflections on the first 25 years 1964-1989. William J. Breen Editor. John A. Salmond Chair, 25 Year History Committee. Roy. 8vo, First Edition; pp. xii, 212 (last 7 blank); 16 plates, chronology, 3 appendices, notes, index; original papered boards, gilt; a fine copy in dustwrapper; scarce. Melbourne; La Trobe University Press; 1989. #67586 A$75.00
84 **Burke, John and Burke, Sir Bernard; Founders. BURKE’S GENEALOGICAL AND HERALDIC HISTORY OF THE PEERAGE, BARONETAGE AND KNIGHTAGE.** Privy Council & Order of Precedence. Founded 1826 by John Burke & Sir Bernard Burke, C.B., Ulster King of Arms 1853-1892. 99th Edition. Very thick impl. 8vo, 99th Edition; pp. ccxc (numerous adverts.), 2476 (last blank); 11 full-page portrait illustrations, Index to Advertisers, Abbreviations and Use of Symbols, Officers of Arms and Heraldic Glossary, 24-page addendum loosely inserted; original cloth, gilt (spine a little faded); a nice copy. London; Burke’s Peerage Limited (in conjunction with Shaw Publishing Co.); 1949. ***Includes lists of The Principal Appointments to the Royal Households; Styles of Address; Extinct Titles; Representative Peers; The Ministry; Baronetcies - the claims to which have not yet been proved; Precedence and Scales of General and Social Precedence; Key to the Work and Guide to Precedence; Orders, Decorations and Medals; Wearing of Orders, Decorations and Medals in Morning Dress; Wearing of Orders, Miniature Decorations and Medals with Evening Dress; Peerages in Order of Precedence; Standing Council of the Baronetage; Baronetcies in Order of Precedence; The Orders of Knighthood; an Historical Introduction; Portraits of the Royal Family; The Royal Family; The Royal Lineage; Other Titled Nobility of the British Empire; Foreign Titles; Knightage; Honorary Knights; and The List of Royal Warrant Holders. #46621 A$275.00
85 Burke, John and Burke, Sir Bernard; Founders. **BURKE’S GENEALOGICAL AND HERALDIC HISTORY OF THE PEERAGE, BARONETAGE AND KNIGHTAGE.** Privy Council & Order of Precedence. Founded 1826 by John Burke & Sir Bernard Burke, C.B., (Ulster King of Arms 1853-1892). Edited by Peter Townend. One Hundred and Fourth Edition. Very thick impl. 8vo, 99th Edition; pp. xcvi (including adverts., some coloured), 3060(last blank); title-page in red & black; hundreds of heraldic illustrations, index & index to advertisers, abbreviations and symbols used; original buckram, gilt; (tape repair to one leaf); a nice copy. London; Burke’s Peerage Limited; MCMLXVII [1967]. ***Includes Special Articles, Portrait and Biographies of the Royal Family, Royal Lineage, Royal Warrant Holders, Peerages in order of Precedence, Baronetcies in order of Precedence, etc., etc. #67535 A$220.00
86  Auhl, Ian. **BURRA AND DISTRICT.** A Pictorial Memoir. Cr. 4to, Second (?) Edition; pp. 216; 332 illustrations, chronology, Errata (on inside rear endpaper); original slick illustrated boards; a fine copy. (South Australia); Investigator Press Pty. Limited; (1992). ***First published in 1977(?). #22776

A$40.00
87 Pinratana, Bro. Amnuay. **BUTTERFLIES IN THAILAND.** Vol. Five. Hesperiidae. Cr. 4to, First Edition; pp. [ii], vi, 152; full-page map, 40 coloured plates, 12 figures, index to scientific names; original papered boards; a very good copy in slightly torn dustwrapper. (Bangkok; The Viratham Press; 1985). #65305 A$30.00
#65970  
A$25.00
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